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       Assignment 07 
                 

 

 Please watch Lesson 7 and Tutorial 7 before attempting this assignment. 

 

Part A 

 
1. How many sound patterns are there for “y”? Show five examples for each sound pattern of “y” 

from the word family “baby-cry”.  

Make one sentence each using these words.  

2. What can be an equivalent statement for “You do know.”? How is this statement different from 

“You know.”?  

3. Explain the difference between the sentences “Do you dance?” and “Do you not dance?”.  

4. “The job of changing according to the situation will be taken by the helping verb do”. Explain.  

5. Frame two sentences, in one of which “do” serves as the main verb, and in the other as a 

supporting verb.  

6. “It would be better to frame some sentences in a positive manner, and some in negative.” – 

comment on the statement. Use the following sentences for help: “Do you like to play football?”, 

“Do you not like to play football?”.  

7. When should “doesn’t” be used and when should “does not” be used?  
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Part B 

 
 

Using the following words, make 20 sentences in simple present / past / future   

of the required type, as indicated. Underline the used word in every sentence. 

1. apply (future, interrogative) 

2. barge (future, positive) 

3. chuckle (request / order) 

4. crunchy (future, positive) 

11. hustle (request / order) 

12. mundane (present, positive) 

13. nasty (present, interrogative) 

14. noodle (future, interrogative) 

5. deny (past, interrogative) 

6. empire (future, negative) 

7. equation (present, interrogative) 

15. story (past, interrogative) 

16. street (present, positive) 

17. supply (present, negative) 

8. flute (present, negative) 

9. funny (future, negative) 

18. trust (past, negative) 

19. tube (past, negative) 

10. gravy (past, positive) 20. wavy (future, positive) 

 


